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Exclusive wedding & portrait photography 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Welcome to our Product Guide. In these pages you’ll find our complete range of display options for your cherished memories. Our meticulous attention to 
detail and exacting standards means you will only receive the highest quality products available; we take our product range choices very seriously and refuse 
to supply any product that doesn’t fit our ethos. All our products are handmade and to the highest standard. Our albums, books and pro wall art options are 
handmade in Italy by industry leaders GraphiStudio who lead the way with quality and innovation. 

We are constantly evolving our photography and creativity and our products reflect this; GraphiStudio share this ethos and their continual progression as 
industry leaders and manufacturers of the finest albums in the world, brings us exciting new products and ideas. This catalogue has been designed to 
introduce you to our exciting product range in a much clearer way so the best products can be identified for you and your home or office space. 

If you are new to us, please take the time to explore our entire range. We believe that there is something here for everyone. If you are an established client, we 
thank you for your continued loyalty to our products. In some cases, the products you know and love have been grouped and named in slightly different ways, 
this is to make it easier for new clients to understand. 

We hope that you enjoy our catalogue and products. Image galleries that show our style of photography can be viewed at www.chrissuch.co.uk  

SUCH,		40 Rectory Avenue,  Farlington,  Portsmouth,  Hampshire,  PO6 1AL           web: www.chrissuch.co.uk          email: chris@chrissuch.co.uk          tel: +44 (0) 23 9235 6831 
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Photographic Services 

 

Exclusive wedding photography 

The story of your wedding day, your memories captured. We have four options to choose from, depending on your requirements. 

Option 1: Destination wedding .….... from £ 4000.00 

Option 2: Full Day Premium ………............. £ 2600.00 

Option 3: Full Day Standard ………............ £ 1950.00 

Option 4: Half Day ………………...........….. £ 1700.00 

 

We have an inclusive area of 50miles from our location (PO6 1AL) which is included in the above wedding photography options 2-4. For locations/venues 
outside of this area, please get in contact with us so we can quote you for travel to your venue/destination.  

 

For destination weddings abroad and multi-day weddings here in the UK, please get in contact to discuss your plans. Each destination/location/country will 
have specific requirements and we tailor each request on an individual basis and supply a detailed cost breakdown. 

 

Please continue to the next page for a detailed explanation of each of the above Options. 

  



 
 
Option 1: Destination (or UK based multi-day weddings) is for those of you jetting off abroad who wish to have us accompany you to capture your memories, 
rather than entrusting to a local photographer at your destination. Typically captured by 2x photographers to maximise your story. Note: price does not include 
travel/accommodation so please contact us to discuss this as we quote on an individual basis depending on each couple’s requirements. 

Option 2: Full Day Premium with up to 12hrs wedding day coverage capturing the story of your amazing day. Full Day Premium also includes the following 
additional benefits: 

*a location portrait/engagement shoot + Image Box (see contents page on where to find out about this box of mounted prints, or keep scrolling down) 

*2x week turnaround (fast-track) with your Wedding Collection edit. 

*a £200 gift voucher to use toward any of our Wall Art products. 

Option 3: Full Day Standard with up to 12hrs wedding day coverage capturing the story of your wonderful day and 4-6 week turnaround for your Wedding 
Collection edit. 

Option 4: Half day with up to 6hrs wedding day coverage and 4-6week turnaround for your Wedding Collection edit. 

 

Options 2 & 3 can request an additional photographer to help maximise the telling of your story. A nominal fee of £250 will include a second photographer 
attending for the full day. This option is particularly useful when a couple are getting ready in different locations or the guest list is extensive. 

Each of our Options also include a GraphiStudio A4 album containing 50x images plus a custom USB containing your entire Wedding Collection and an online 
gallery to share with friends and family. We have a full range of additional album upgrade options should this be of interest. See album pages below for 
options/prices. 

 

Arse-kicking Incentive (Aki) 

To help streamline our work flow more efficiently throughout the year, we offer a 15% discount on all products/upgrades if ordered within 4 weeks of viewing 
your Wedding Collection (here in person or online) and due to the nature of album designing and printing, we can also split up the payments, if required, into 
a maximum of 4x instalment payments. Bit of a cheeky name I know, but purposely memorable to remind you! 

  



 
 
 

 

Portraiture Photography 

Creative portraiture on location 

Shot on location, this could be at your private residence or at a location of your choice. Great for capturing children playing naturally, or families taking a stroll 
through your local woods or along our beaches- a moment in a life recorded. Perfect also for recently engaged couples who wish to capture the moment 
and create memories at the start of their journey together. 

We always prefer to choose a location that is meaningful to a couple or family and discussing options is something we recommend. 

Each portrait session typically lasts 1-2hrs and you have a choice of options available:  

*Location portrait session + Image Box with 10 mounted prints …………... £ 450.00 

*Location portrait session + GoBook with 20 images + USB ………………... £ 550.00 

*Location portrait session + 24” Framed canvas print + USB …………..…... £ 600.00 

*Location portrait session + print package (5x 10x8” prints in mounts) ….. £ 200.00 

*when within a 25mile radius of PO6 1AL 

 

Creative portraiture in studio 

Shot in studio by Sarah, who is a studio expert specialising in new-born, babies, toddler, family, pet photography. Click here for details. 

  



 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

image presentation from our range of stunning albums and books 
  



 
 

	
 

 

 

Our Album and Book ranges 

Digital albums are a commonplace style of album these days and were introduced to the market by Graphistudio two decades ago. They have completely 
revolutionised the industry over the past decade. Ours contain flush mounted pages which can be printed on various paper types from metallic photographic 
paper through to fine art papers. This creates stunning single image portrait and family albums or portfolios, and the more widely seen magazine style layouts 
for wedding albums and corporate books. The pages are only creased at the spine, meaning the print runs the entire width of the book giving dramatic lay-flat 
panoramic pages. 

To complement our range of albums, we have our Primo Book. These are distinctly different to the albums in both visual presentation and layout. Whereas the 
albums use lay-flat page technology, the books are bound using traditional binding methods to create an actual hardback book; think coffee table art book if 
you like. 

Internal image layout designs on all of our albums and books are created in-house by us for each client, so these are completely unique creations. We can 
design the albums and books to our client’s wedding day using their colours, fonts and themes to create a personal album unique to each couple. All of our 
albums and books are handmade in Italy to the very highest of standards. 
 
Our Italian album supplier GraphiStudio is the industry leader and used by some of the most highly decorated photographers in the world. We are immensely 
proud to be associated with GraphiStudio and to receive an invitation to join their prestigious list of photographers. Any legitimate professional photographer 
can apply to use GraphiStudio, but we were actually invited by them to join their ranks; not something I shout about, but something I’m rather proud of. 
 
All of our photography Options in the previous pages, include a GraphiStudio A4 album with 50 images and we have additional album upgrade options in the 
following pages should something a touch more personal and exquisite be more to your taste. 
  



 
 

 
Here we have The Young Collection. Simple, stylish, elegant…  

Our standard album included with each of our photography Options is an A4 Young album with 50 images, so it’s the perfect start to kick off the album 
upgrade options available to you. 

The Young Collection albums feature the same innovative lay-flat page design of their big brother, the Original Wedding Album, and is upgraded with a 
choice of vibrant materials in a range of colours and personalised creative options to suit. These are also perfect for showcasing larger portraiture collections. 

 

The Young Collection in 14x10” size with 100 images ……………………..…… £ 500.00             

The Young Collection in 16x12” size with 150 images ……………………..…… £ 700.00  

The Young Collection in 16x12” size with 200 images ……………………..…… £ 800.00  

The Young Collection in 16x12” size with 250 images ……………………..…… £ 900.00  

 

Any of the Young Collections can be further enhanced with the addition of our Guest Packs. These are scaled down duplicates of your main album and the 
options are:  1xA4 or 2xA5 or 4xA6     …………………………………...…………. £ 150.00 

 



 
 

 

 
Next up is the Original Wedding Album (OWA as I refer to sometimes). This is our core product and has proved to be the most popular choice among our 
discerning clientele over the years. The OWA is big brother to our Young Collection and features the same lay-flat interior page design, but with a more 
luxurious cover design. 
 
The Original Wedding Album 14x10” size with 100 images ……………….… £  600.00 

The Original Wedding Album 16x12” size with 150 images ………,,,…........  £  800.00 

The Original Wedding Album 16x12” size with 200 images ………,,,…........  £  900.00 

The Original Wedding Album 16x12” size with 250 images ………,,,…........  £1000.00 

The Original Wedding Album 18x14” size with 200 images ………..…….….  £1000.00 

The Original Wedding Album 18x14” size with 250 images ………….……...  £1100.00 

 

Any of The Original Wedding Album packages above can be further enhanced with the addition of our Guest Packs. These are scaled down duplicates of 
your main album and the options are:  1xA4 or 2xA5 or 4xA6 ..………....… £ 150.00 

  



 
 

 

 

The Matted Album is GraphiStudio’s innovative modern twist on a classic theme; using precision cut mats overlaid on top of images with their full range of 
personalisation options for the modern twist. 

The Matted Album in A4 size        with  50 images …………..........…........… £ 400.00  

The Matted Album in 14x10” size with  75 images ……………………....…… £ 600.00  

The Matted Album in 16x12” size with 100 images ………………………...… £ 800.00  

 

Any of the Matted Album options can be further enhanced with the addition of our Guest Packs. These are scaled down duplicates of your main album and 
the options are: 1xA4 or 2xA5 or 4xA6 ………………………………….………. £ 150.00 
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The Duet Concept album is custom made by our wonderful Italian album supplier Graphistudio. Although not one of their official album options, GraphiStudio 
agreed to custom make these for us. Not every photographer receives privileges like this! 

The Duet Conception 

Our story concept for this album range was to, “tell the story of their day and present it to them in a completely new format, whilst still allowing maximum 
personalisation and timeless appeal” 

The Duet Concept album set comprises of a Design Box which contains two albums; an A3 Primo Book on top, which is lifted out to reveal an A4 Young album 
underneath. Our display Duet here at CSiHQ features the Primo Book being ‘The Story’ telling of the entire day and the Young Album being ‘The Collection’ of 
just the bride & groom, but the two albums can be themed however you wish. 

Choose from a myriad of cover materials, linings, raised varnishes, foils, paper types and ennoblements to fully personalise this to you and your day. 

 

Primo with up to 500 images, Young with up to 50 images ….…..………… £ 1300.00 

  



 
 
 
 

 

 

Our Primo Digital Books (Primo for short) are distinctly different to our digital albums in both visual presentation and layout. Whereas our albums use lay-flat 
page technology, the Primo is bound using traditional book binding methods to create an actual hardback book; think coffee table art book if you like. 

 

Primo in A3 size with 100 images ……………….............................……..…… £ 500.00  

Primo in A3 size with 150 images ………….…………..............................….... £ 600.00 

Primo in A3 size with 250 images ………….……….............................….….... £ 700.00 

Primo in A3 size with 350 images ………….…………..............................….... £ 800.00 

Primo in A3 size with 500 images ………….…………..............................….... £ 900.00 

 

We also offer an A4 duplicate book as part of our Guest Pack option with all the Primo options above. 1x A4 duplicate book ……… £ 200.00 

  



 
 
 

 

GoBOOKS for portraiture 

GoBOOKS are so versatile, a perfect choice to display portrait Collections of family/children, couples etc. They can also be used as wedding albums for guests 
or parents and signing books for guests to write their wishes and messages at weddings. We offer these in a range of sizes to suit and we can tailor colours to 
match existing home décor or wedding colour themes for a finished professional look and feel.  

 

 

 

  



 
 

 

8x8” square size GoBOOK with          20 images……………………..………….. £ 250.00 

                                                              40 images……………………..…………... £ 300.00 

                                                              60 images……………………..……….….. £ 350.00 

10x10” square size GoBOOK with      20 images……………………..………….. £ 275.00 

                                                               40 images……………………..………….. £ 325.00 

                                                               60 images……………………..………….. £ 375.00 

12x12” square size GoBOOK with       20 images……………………..………….. £ 300.00 

                                                               40 images……………………..………….. £ 350.00 

                                                               60 images……………………..………….. £ 400.00 

 

12x8” landscape size GoBOOK with  20 images……………………..………….. £ 275.00 

                                                                40 images……………………..………….. £ 325.00 

                                                                60 images……………………..………….. £ 375.00 

14x10” landscape size GoBOOK with 20 images……………………..………….. £ 300.00 

                                                                40 images……………………..………….. £ 350.00 

                                                                60 images……………………..………….. £ 400.00 

 

Additional/multiple copies can be purchased (please ask for details) 

  



 
 
Image Box 

Image Boxes are uniquely boxed collections of mounted prints. An extremely stylish way to present a collection of images from a portrait session or even a 
wedding. We use these primarily to accompany our engagement portraits, with the concept of theming the Image Box to the client’s wedding album, 
creating a stunning collection set of memories as the end result. 

We offer our Image Boxes with three quantities and we can theme the exterior, interior and printed paper type to suit a client’s wedding album using our 
extensive personalisation option range or designed as a standalone single product on its own. 

Image Box containing 10x 10x8” mounted prints ………. £ 250.00 

Image Box containing 20x 10x8” mounted prints ………. £ 300.00 

Image Box containing 30x 10x8” mounted prints ………. £ 350.00 

 

 

  



 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

wall art with our larger display print options 

  



 
 
Canvas Panels. 

Our Canvas Panels are printed on fine art quality canvas and stretched around museum quality, artist stretcher bars- these being high quality, kiln dried, knot 
free pine, which has the advantage of being very light, yet extremely hard wearing and not susceptible to warping like standard pine or other softwoods used 
on cheap imitations. Our stretcher bars also incorporate corner wedges which allow the canvas to be stretched very tautly over its frame. It also allows the 
canvas to be re-stretched over time, which can be of particular importance for our larger sizes. With the exception of our Super-size Panels, all of our Canvas 
Panels are supplied mounted into a floating frame to enhance the presentation and to create a stunning piece to hang on your home or office wall. The 
wooden floating frames are available in a white, black or natural wood finish. 

 

 

12x12” ......................... £ 100.00       16x12” ......................... £ 150.00          16x16” ......................... £ 200.00        20x16” ......................... £ 250.00  

20x20” ......................... £ 300.00       24x20” ......................... £ 350.00          24x24” ......................... £ 400.00        30x24” ......................... £ 450.00    

30x30” ......................... £ 500.00       40x30” ......................... £ 550.00          40x40” ......................... £ 600.00        60x40” ......................... £ 650.00   

  

 

Super-size Panels (supplied without float frame due to size) are available in various sizes up to our largest size:  3000mm x 1400mm …… £ 700.00 

  



 
 
Canvas Pro 

Graphistudio’s Canvas Pro panels are stunning. They turn images into captivating wall art. Available in a range of sizes, images are printed onto a superior 
quality cotton canvas (unlike polyester and PVC based consumer-level products) and finished with a silky lamination for protection. Like the Acrylic Pro, the 
Canvas Pro is mounted to a block frame which completes the high-end professional look we always require. 

 

40x30cm …....…. £  250.00 

50x40cm ……..... £  350.00 

60x60cm …....…. £  500.00 

75x50cm …....…. £  550.00 

90x60cm …....…. £  700.00 

100x75cm …..…. £  900.00 

150x100cm ……. £1500.00 

  



 
 
 

Acrylic Pro 

GraphiStudio’s Acrylic Pro panels are simply glorious and turn images into outstanding wall art. Available in a range of sizes and in a glossy or matte finish, the 
Acrylic Pro is mounted to a block frame which completes the high-end professional look we always require.  

 

40x30cm …....…. £  250.00 

50x40cm ……..... £  350.00 

60x60cm …....…. £  500.00 

75x50cm …....…. £  550.00 

90x60cm …....…. £  700.00 

100x75cm …..…. £  900.00 

150x100cm ……. £1500.00 

  



 
 
 
 

 

The Framed Collection. 

GraphiStudio’s larger fine art prints are beautiful and timeless framed wall art. Available in a range of sizes, images are printed onto lustre or metallic 
photographic paper as standard, with an option for HD Fine Art paper. The image is mounted into a white museum quality surround and then framed, which 
completes the high-end professional look we always require. The frame can be ordered in a choice of finishes; please ask about this or visit us to see our 
samples and options available. Larger and smaller sizes are also available. All sizes below are in inches. 

 

Print size/frame size                       lustre/metallic paper                       Fine Art HD paper 

16x11 / 20x15 …………………..……….. £ 300.00 ………………………….…... £ 325.00 

20x16 / 28x24 …………………..……….. £ 350.00 ………………………….…... £ 375.00 

24x16 / 32x24 ........………...…..……….. £ 375.00 ………………………….…... £ 400.00 

30x20 / 38x28 …………………..……….. £ 450.00 ………………………….…... £ 550.00 

36x24 / 44x32 .......……………..……….. £ 500.00 ………………………….…... £ 600.00 

40x30 / 48x38 …………………..……….. £ 750.00 ………………………….…... £ 900.00 

  



 
 
 

Additional Products 
 

Fine art prints 

GraphiStudio’s smaller fine art prints are available in 10x8” or 12x8” sizes; images are printed onto Deep Matte Touch paper as standard, or HD Fine Art paper. 
The image is mounted into a white museum quality surround. These are supplied un-framed but are mounted into their surround. 

Print size/surround size             Deep Matte Touch paper                   Fine Art HD paper 

10 or 12x8 / 14x11 …………………..….. £ 45.00 ………………………….…... £ 50.00 

 

Digital Collections and files 

We offer individual/small number of digital files as a download from our online gallery site or an entire Collection as a download option for friends and families. 

Individual files as downloads from our online galleries* ………….....…..... £ 10.00 each 

Complete Collection as downloads from our online galleries* .......…..... £ 200.00 each 

 

*Image Copyright always remains with us, but shared rights for personal use are included for you. 

  



 
 
 
 

 

Thank you for taking the time to read through our Product Guide. If you have any questions regarding anything contained in here, 
then please get in contact with us and we’ll be pleased to help.  

Regards 

Chris 
 
Chris Such 
Head Honcho 
SUCH 
 

 
 


